Robust tool cabinet for commercial vehicle workshops
- the new MASTERline comes complete with the right tools for the job
- extremely robust cabinet for the highest demands
- designed for the safe and clear storage of tools
Tools are needed in every workshop. Every professional knows how important it is
to quickly have the right tool to hand. A practical and well-designed tool cabinet is
therefore worth the money. Tool specialist KS Tools now has a new tool cabinet in its
product range, which is extremely robust and designed for use in commercial vehicle
workshops. It is also comes complete with a range of tools and accessories specially
tailored for commercial vehicle businesses. The 11-drawer tool cabinet from the
MASTERline series is a real benefit for these types of workshops. The stable steel
construction with 1.0 mm sheet steel is distortion resistant and ensures a high level of
stability, even when the cabinet is fully stocked with heavy tools. The 484-piece tool
cabinet package for commercial vehicles has the product number 878.11468.
In addition to its 11 drawers, the fully equipped MASTERline tool cabinet in black /
silver has two shelves and one door. It is extra study and stable. The rear wall and
side walls of the cabinet have square holes and can be used for attaching different
accessories. Each drawer can also be locked individually to prevent unwanted
opening. And when the job is done, there is also a central locking system on all
drawers to ensure the tools are securely stowed away.
Thanks to the ball bearing drawer runners, the drawers open and close very
smoothly, and can be pulled out of the cabinet completely. This allows workshop
professionals to have easy access to the tools at all times. The non-slip rubber mat
inside the drawers holds every item securely in place. Other tools and parts can also
be placed safely on top of the sturdy worktop, which is made of 38 mm thick wood.
The polyurethane-coated metal handle and castor wheels allow easy manoeuvrability
of the tool cabinet in the workshop. The locking brake ensures the cabinet does not
slide or move.
The cabinet comes with a range of tools and accessories specially designed for use
in commercial vehicle workshops, and includes the right tools for the most common
repairs. Anyone who orders this cabinet, complete with tools and accessories, can be
sure to have the right set of tools for the job in hand.

